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Topicality of the research: In Russia there's still no clear understanding of the content of distance education. Obviously, it will eventually become more attractive and demanded by various sectors of society. In this connection, the need to pay attention to the issues of quality of the educational process using distance technologies is understandable. Competition in the labor market is becoming more tight, and education today should be considered as an ongoing process that shouldn't end with getting a diploma. Distance education meets this requirement. In this connection the subject matter of the research is seen as quite topical.

Objective: development of theoretical propositions and practical recommendations to improve organizational and managerial aspects of the implementation of distance education as the priority for the development of the state system of higher education.

Tasks: to give a precise definition of the distance education as one of the most progressive and innovative form of education in modern state universities, consider its law basis; to characterize the distance education as an innovative educational technology in the system of higher education in Russia; to analyze progress in the field of distance education abroad; to study experience of Russian universities in the field of distance education; to analyze the current state of the system of distance education at FSBEI HPE «PSLU» and to justify its optimal model; to formulate the main directions of improving the organizational and managerial aspects of the implementation at FSBEI HPE «PSLU» of the proposed model.
Theoretical and practical significance of the research:
Theoretical significance of the research is in the discovery of the essence of higher distance education and its modern state abroad and in Russia.

Practical significance of the research is connected with the recommendations on the development of the organizational and managerial aspects of the implementation at FSBEI HPE «PSLU» of the proposed model of distance learning.

Results of the research: The analysis of the state of distance education in Russia has shown that in our country the basic training in the specialties of universities and colleges using distance technologies started to develop relatively recently. But globalization in education leads to an increase in the number of distance learning programs in our country, and the main goal in the conditions of integration of the Russian market of educational services to the international market is improving the quality of these services in order to remain competitive and to create conditions for their further development and improvement.

Recommendations: In view of the fact that at present distance education at FSBEI HPE «PSLU» is fragmentary, it needs to be improved in accordance with the current models of distance education, the most effective of which is the mixed model that combines all of the advanced technologies of knowledge transfer - network component, case- and video-components and all their advantages. The use of these technologies will allow FSBEI HPE «PSLU» to provide educational services of the high quality.